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Explore the Possible Deliver the Practical Lead the Future

An affiliate of Unified Resources In Display

We Deliver Experiences.
Brands are not being built on advertising. If you fly Jet
Blue, you talk about the experience. That's how you
build brands today, through experiences…Ultimately,
it's going to be about creating experiences for people.
John Hayes, CMO, American Express

BRAND EXPERIENCE LAB

What We Do..
The Brand Experience Lab is an agent of innovation creating authentic and
engaging brand experiences through the creative use of relevant emerging
technologies.
Thought-provoking solutions are designed and tailored to convey brand
messages then integrated into marketing campaigns.
Cutting-edge technologies are sourced, tailored and developed for brands to
engage, entertain, educate and motivate audiences.
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Partnerships..
BEL has strategic partnerships with the country’s leading universities and
industry thought leaders.
Access to groundbreaking thinkers, cutting-edge innovation, emerging
trends, paired with graduates or school sponsored projects.
We are also working with a number of top tier technology incubators to
globally identify emerging companies that can join the Brand Experience
Lab after completing their incubation process.
Exciting opportunity to collaborate with leading solution providers and
universities to test innovative technologies and work in partnership to
develop new disruptive solutions.
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Some of the programs we’re currently
speaking with:

Helping Brands & Retailers..
We are bringing businesses together, brands and retailers with technology
partners that will shape the future of retail. We are deeply rooted in the
shopper journey process, utilizing data and insights, along with best
practices in display design.
Whether you’re looking to better connect with your customers, increase
revenue, tell a better story, or respond to dynamically changing retail
climate, we can help.
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Promoting Emerging Tech..
We Help Emerging Tech companies reach their audience.
BEL provides integrated solutions for Brands and Retailers utilizing
emerging technology, shopper insights and retail industry experts. We
give tech companies in VR/AR and OOH industries a place to work,
showcase and sell the technologies they’re creating.
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Future State.
As we become more digital, our physical environments becomes
even more important, for both employees and customers.
For retailers, this is even more critical, as online shopping continues
to grow exponentially every year. Retailers must rethink how they
create better engagements throughout their physical locations.
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SHOPPER JOURNEY WITH
POTENTIAL TECHNOLOGY TOOLS
SHOP

PRE-SHOP
Mobile - tap & know
technology, NFC, AI, AR,
3D, QR scan, digital
messaging/pricing, - one to
one marketing at store level

Shopper
Journey
AWARENESS

Social media, website, NFC
technology, AI, AR, 3D,
directional speaker, QR
scan, digital
messaging/pricing,
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Source: McKinsey & Company

CONSIDERATION

POST-SHOP

Mobile - AI, AR technology,
loyalty apps, special
features, recipes, promotions

PURCHASE

Mobile - tap & go cashless
payment technology, AI, AR,
shelf monitoring, lift-view
technology,

RETENTION

ADVOCACY

Mobile - AI, AR technology,
Social media/loyalty apps,
special features, help,

Identifying Technologies.
At the Brand Experience Lab, we are continuously
identifying world-class technology partners from across
the globe for retailers and brands.

Identified technologies :
• Augmented reality and virtual reality
• Cashier-less payment technologies
• 3D displays
• Directional sound technologies
• Gestural Tracking
• Location data
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•
•
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Indoor navigation
Smart/interactive displays
Voice activated displays
Interactive Mirrors
In-store digital networks and interactive
signage

Shopper Technologies.
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PAYMENT EXPERIENCE
Mobile payment apps are estimated to be
worth $14 trillion by 2022.
44% of consumers age 35-44 have a mobile wallet, and
the number is expected to rise quickly in the next few years.
Consumers of all ages still say going to physical stores to
make purchases is their first choice, including 58% of
Gen Zers.
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Source: Guardian

CASHLESS PAYMENT
TECHNOLOGY
Tap & Go. Tap To Know.
We are working with several companies to
explore a variety of tools for cashierless
payment.
Customers are able to browse and shop
spaces physically and digitally completing
their purchases within these apps, negating
the need for front end cash wraps.
In addition, content about products or
promotions can be delivered to mobile
devices, creating more immersive ways to
engage the consumer.
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Tap & Go Payment Process
Tap To Know Content Delivery

AUGMENTED REALITY
More than 50% of smartphone owners
use it when shopping. Moreover, 34% of
them already use AR benefits in stores.
AR removes language barriers.
Google translate AR mode allows users
to see any text of 40 foreign languages.
IKEA: 14% of their clients bought the
wrong size furniture. Their AR app
includes 90 real size of their products to
help customers to find where it fits best.
72% of AR users said they purchased items
they didn’t plan to buy because of AR.
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Companies like Ikea, Lego and others
have successfully brought AR technologies
into their in-store experience.

VIRTUAL REALITY
More than 70% of shoppers are interested
in using VR when shopping for clothes
and accessories.
VR Conversion Metrics:
Higher conversion rates: +6.4% increase in
the number of people purchasing clothes.
Higher order value: +1.6% value of goods
bought after using virtual solutions.
77% of customers want product
customization features. 65% want more
extensive product information.
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DIGITAL MEDIA
Physical stores are becoming a powerful
media channel and are often the first point
of contact between brands and consumers.
Shelf edge, display mount and kiosks:
Conveniently positioned to deliver content like
localized brand/product messaging, product
reviews, recommendations, recipes &
features.
Immersive interactive multi-touch:
Multiple users to simultaneously interact with
the video wall without affecting others.
Projection mapping:
Process of projecting video and images onto
3D surfaces deliver unforgettable
experiences.
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SOUND TECHNOLOGY
Shoppers exposed to directional audio stayed
in the retail section longer than those not exposed.
Sales of the products touted by parametric
speakers rose nearly 10 percent compared to
sales of same products with no audio.
Retailers can create an immersive 3D sound
environment confined to a specific area. Those
outside of the zone don’t hear the sound.
Multiple zones of directional audio throughout
a store target specific zones to specific
products. Effective wayfinding tool.
Audio spotlight:
Audible sound wavelengths can range from
a few inches to several feet.
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VIRTUAL ASSISTANT
A virtual assistant is software that helps people find
relevant information, interpret data, and carry out
tasks.
Retailers can connect to large sets of data and be able
to offer personalized advice to its customers.
A virtual assistant can automatically recommend
marketing driven loyalty rewards to customers, send
emails for replenishment and new offerings, based on
the shopping history of that store and stores like it.
Customers can use their cell phones to opt-in, use voice
commands and save information regarding products
and services.
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LED Light Tracking

GESTURE TRACKING
Natural Interaction. Hand tracking technology
utilizes mid-air touch. No controllers. Just
your hands.
Digital hands: LEDs illuminate your hands with
infrared light. You can’t see it, but sensors can.
Pulses over 100 times a second, less than a 100th
of a second each time. Sensors send data to
track your hand.
Haptics hand controller: Multiple mini
speakers emit ultrasound waves, which
are too high a frequency for you to hear.
Device tracks the exact position of your
hand. Pressure points create tactile
effects, forming 3D controls in mid-air.
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Ultrasound Wave Tracking

SOCIAL MEDIA TREND
TikTok video app. Over 500 mil users.
More than 41% of TikTok users are
16-24 years old. 90% use the app multiple
times daily, spending 52 mins. per day.
A unique and targeted means of reaching
Gen-Z consumers.
The biggest upside on TikTok is sound.
Algorithms favor local content, which means
influencer campaigns can be targeted.
Filters or special effects make Tik Tok videos
more engaging and unique.
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SMART SHELF
Electronic smart shelves are a connected
system that track product inventory, giving
retailers real-time data about their products.
Smart shelves inform employees and retailers
about low inventory or misplaced items.
Allows store personnel to pay attention to
customer needs, not stocking shelving.
Information, coupons and discounts can be
presented to customers.
Web-based tools create benefits to retailer,
brand and consumer.
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Main Contacts.
Jim Ackerman
CEO
jca@unifiedrid.com
m: 201.982.1572
website: http://unifiedrid.com

David Polinchock
President, Technology Curator
Brand Experience Lab
m: 973.583.6746
david@belunified.com
website: http://belunified.com
blog: http://blog.polinchock.com/
twitter: http://twitter.com/BELUnified
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